
Mission - the value of water

1. Why ... ?

2. Why ... ?

Because ...

3. Why ... ?

Because ...

4. Why ... ?

Because ...

5. Why ... ?

Because ...

Our final why

Because ...

5 Whys ActivityAdd your 
sticky 
notes

growing populationwater has to go further
- finite ammount

World circulates water
doesn't create more

More housing, more infrastructure,
less nature reserves

Living longer,
 more time in household 
- wfh/garden time...use 
more

Tech advancement,
healthcare

Scientific breakthroughs
fast changing - people's 
choices

Thinking is individual
- not thinking as community

Social media/fake news - 
encouraged to follow 
tribes/blindsided

Encouraged to consume - fast 
fashion / fast food / eat foods 
using so much water

Commercialism ?????



Freshness

age range: 
25-60

homeowners

not targeted 
towards 
specific 
gender

urban areas with 
a stronger sense 

of history
(Durham/

Northumberland)

use local 
landmarks to 

capture attention 
and use them to 
inform people

giving tap water a 
sense of local 

pride, 
discouraging from 

buying bottled 
water

encouraging 
people to take 
more care with 

their water 
use, educate.

income: 
people who 

are living 
comfortably

getting rid of the 
sense of shame in 
tap water. If you 

asked for a cup of 
tea they wouldn't fill 
the kettle with Evian

water is used in 
so many aspects 
of life, encourage 

audiences to learn 
about the 

freshness of it



Barriers Ideas to overcome them

Set in their 
ways

Don't know 
where it comes 

from

Not interested 
in the history

Feel that their behaviour 
won't make a difference 
(corporations/big brands 

won't change)

Use statistics that bring 
it to a household level 

so they can see the 
individual difference

Making people aware 
of how issues could 

impact them 
personally

Showing them where 
the water comes from. 

Appealing to that 
sense of local pride

Leveraging social 
media to educate 
and cut through 
typical discourse 

(esp. round 
X Rebellion)



Accelerators Ideas to use them

local 
pride/history

Premier League of 
water efficiency- 

competing with other 
areas

mascots- local 
landmarks

giving a local face to 
the brand- 

celebrity/influencer

making people aware that 
they're wasting money on 
bottled water etc. the tap 

water they're already paying 
for is just as fresh!

COVID community spirit, 
people have shown that 

they're susceptible to 
changing behaviour



Words

UK 
Health 

Rebellion

Sleep easy 
knowing 

your health 
is safe



Music

Value of Water Inspo
Spotify

I can't sleep 
tonight, 

Everybody's 
saying everything 

is all right

Pour your 
misery 

down....

If there's 
hope and 

love across 
the nation,,,,



Future Family





2020 Italian Grand Prix: Race Highlights
YouTube

The SKY is no limit for HIGH-FLYING dance troupe X1X

Crew! | BGT 2020YouTube

2020 Baku Trampoline World Cup - Highlights Synchro

and Tumbling competitionsYouTube

Jellyfish Aquarium ~ Relaxing Music for Sleep, Study,

Meditation & Yoga * Screensaver * 3 HOURSYouTube

Relax 3 Minutes - Rainforest Animals, Waterfall and Rain

SoundsYouTube

beauty in your 
surroundings, 

important to preserve

nature/from 
source is best



Title

Why is this the freshest &
most compelling direction?

Summary




